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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So I hope you found the experience of playing the game usefulNow we’re going to debrief a little what happens in the game and why
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Let’s refresh our memory
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In the prisoner case:
 What decision did you take: 

include the demographic 
information or not ?

 What was the consequence?

Discuss with your neighbor:
 What are the consequences

for each of these choices?
? ?

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
First let’s refresh our memory30’ I want you to think back to the first story in the game, the one about prisoner release. Try to remember when you had to decide to include the demographic information or not. Now, try to remember the consequences, just in your head.You have it in mind?2’ Now your task now is to find out what is the consequence of the other choice. maybe you explored only one of these choices, if so go discuss with people around you. At the end, you should have a clear idea as to what are the consequences for each of the two choices. Ok?Let’s take 1 minute for that=> Go and discuss



Let’s refresh our memory
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In the prisoner case:
 What decision did you take: 

include the demographic 
information or not ?

 What was the consequence?

Discuss with your neighbor:
 What are the consequences

for each of these choices?
Racist model

 Friend not released
Low accuracy

 Neighbor robbed

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So as you have probably identified, there is a negative consequence for each choice: on one hand your friend is not released because of a racist model, on the other hand your neighbor gets robbed because of an inaccurate model.You are probably wondering if this reflects a realistic case, and those of you who have explored the links at the end of the game know that it is based on a real story, with a software that has really been deployed in the US. 



Bias and fairness in Machine Learning
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Suresh, H., & Guttag, J. V. (2021).
A Framework for Understanding
Sources of Harm throughout the 
Machine Learning Life Cycle. Equity
and Access in Algorithms, 
Mechanisms, and Optimization, 1–9. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3465416.34
83305

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
One of the underlying issue in the two stories in the game is the issue of bias and fairness in Machine LearningNow the game gave you a simplified overview of the issue.In the second part of this lecture, you will look into more details at the different sources of bias, the question of how to measure the fairness of a model, and possible ways to address the problem.But the game also highlihts another issue which is the impact that ML systems can have on people

https://doi.org/10.1145/3465416.3483305


Most Machine 
Learning systems 
will affect people
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“Crowd” by Amy West on Flickr, CC BY 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/amy_elizabeth_west/

3876549126/

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The prisoner release case illustrates it very well: there are not only consequences for the prisoners, but also for the general public(S), represented by your neighbor in the game.Again, this is a quite simplified picture here.Actually there are a lot more people affected by a system like this: judges, lawyers, attorneys, prison staff, police staff, etc.If you are not familiar with the application domain, it is very hard to have a clear idea of who could be affected by a ML system.---Even for tasks that don't seem particularly problematic at first sight, there is impact on people because ML systems are made by people, with data generated by people, they are used by people, etc.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/amy_elizabeth_west/3876549126/


Risk: harm at scale
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Why is this important? because ML systems work at large scale. I mean that’s where they are really useful right? When they process amounts of data that no human can manage.But this means that the consequences are also at large scale.Now our intention and our hope is that this impact is positive.But recent examples show us that the risk of negative impact and harm to people is actually very very high.Let’s take a recent example: the Dutch have deployed a system to help them spot people who were likely to fraud social aids.The problem is that the system had biases and in addition the humans using it trusted it too much and they started to apply the fines without checking if the cases were solid.The consequences have been horrible: more than a thousand children have been separated from their families because of wrong accusations.Try to figure out your life is this would happen to you because of an algorithm?The sad thing is that recent research tends to show that this is actually quite frequent---The Ministry of Justice and Security Statistics commissioned an approximation of the number of children who had been placed in care following a false fraud flag. They found that more than 1,100 children had been separated from their families, placed in care, and kept from their families for years as a result of the scheme.Around 70,000 children were affected by the bills, which were wrongly given to around 30,000 parents. The figure could be far higher, as the estimate was based on data after 2015.



Your decisions can make a difference!
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“It is important to 
acknowledge that not all 

problems should be blamed 
on the data. The ML pipeline 
involves a series of choices 
and practices, from model 

definition to user interfaces 
used upon deployment. Each 
stage involves decisions that 

can lead to undesirable 
effects.”

(Suresh & Guttag, 2021)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So how to avoid this?You, as designers of ML systems, can really make a difference.As the researchers I cite here highlight, not all problems should be blamed on the data, actuallyThe decisions that you will take, at all the stages of the ML design cycle, have the potential to change the consequences for the people affected by the system.There are 2 key elements to make better decisions:



Responsible design decisions
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→ Slow down 
your decision 
process

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The first one is to stop for a moment and to think about them.Research show that we make most of our decisions rapidly and intuitively, And this increases the chances of error and it makes us more sensitive to biasThat’s why in the second story of the game we ask you to write down an analysis before making your decision



Responsible design decisions
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→ Think about who could be affected and how?

• Benefit / harm?
• High / low risk?
• Direct / indirect impact?
• Short / mid / long term?
• Privacy / security / human rights?
• Misuse, attacks?
• …

• Individuals / communities?
• Majority / minorities?
• Vulnerable populations?
• Nations / society?
• Companies / staff?
• …

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Now the second key is when analyzing your decision, you should think in terms of impact on people.On the slides are examples of questions that you can ask yourself to try to identify who could be affected and how.For instance, what type of vulnerable populations could be affected?What if the model is used in a different country?- Could there be an indirect effect of the system like in the prisoner release case?- What if the system is misused?



Responsible design decisions
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→ Think about who could be affected and how?

• Benefit / harm?
• High / low risk?
• Direct / indirect impact?
• Short / mid / long term?
• Privacy / security / human rights?
• Misuse, attacks?
• …

• Individuals / communities?
• Majority / minorities?
• Vulnerable populations?
• Nations / society?
• Companies / staff?
• …

Carry out 
research

Work with a 
diverse team

Involve the 
publics

Create 
speculative 
scenarios

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In practice, there are lots of techniques to do this type of analysis: doing user studies, researching, diverse team, participatory design and creative speculationThe main idea is to broaden the perspectives at maximum to envisage the largest ranges of possibilities, As a way to increase the probability to anticipate unexpected consequencesThere is one technique that is easy to practice with very little time, which is to speculate about possible harmful scenarios to find out which are the most likely to happen



Example case: ML model predicts user 
emotions based on smartphone touch data
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Imagine where this system could be used (e.g. messaging apps, 
social media) and what could go wrong for: 
 You and your family or friends?
 Children? Teens?
 People in a dictatorial country?
 Workers in companies?
 What if it’s misused? Attacked?

 Post 1 message per idea

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So we are going to take an example and see if you can be creativeLet’s take the example of a ML model that can predict emotions based on the way you type on your smartphone keyboard.Imagine that this system is put into production: could be embedded in WhatsApp messaging, social media, chatbots. Try to visualize the possible applications. Now imagine what could go wrong: what type of effect could it create? who could it affect?I’m giving examples here to help you: you can think about you and your family, about children, or imagine if this system was used in China for instance. But feel free to think about other people or other effectsYou can work on this alone or with your neighbours.When you have an idea post it on the chat here, that’s an anonymous chat. You can also vote for others’s ideas.The goal is to have as many ideas as possible.=> Let’s take 3 minutes to do this, go!Debriefing: [hopefully they identify that this could be used in many harmful ways]you’re doing a great job at this! �As you can see, speculating about harmful scenarios can lead to a range of possible harms: + take 2 examples�// [if not] It’s fine if we don’t gather many idea the first time we try, doing this type of analysis requires practiceThe next step would be to evaluate these scenarios in terms of likelyhood + think about mitigation options: should this system be created? If yes, how could you minimize the harm?Two remarks:For many systems it is much harder to imagine the impact => important to practice + work with experts and other peopleThis is not a random example, some researchers have really produced real model that does this, and they did not do the work of figuring out the possible problems such a system could create…



You can make a difference!
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ML systems can have harmful consequences on people
Your decisions during the ML lifecyle matter:
 Slow down
 Think about who could be affected and how

Continue to learn about responsible AI and responsible design!

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Ok, thanks a lot for participating in this short activity, This is already the end of this debriefing and in a minute you’re going to learn more about bias and fairnessThe key messages I would like you to take home is ML can have harmful consequences for people.You can make a difference by practicing responsible decisions In particular if you think about who could be affected and how+ Now I hope you found the game and this session usefulNow you can give us your feedback on the game using the survey on the moodle page, whether you signed up for the study or not.If you signed up, please please please don’t forget!I will remain here at the break if you have any questions“Not everything that can be done should be done.”
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